
TEA-FOR-ALL  ™      
Tea Discovery Classes – Master List 

 609-577-8038 –– deborahraab@tea-for-all.biz 
  Class duration is 1.5 to 2.5 hours - Search Tea-For-All Tea Shoppe on Facebook for updates on class schedules 

	  

Inquire about scheduling your own Tea Class with friends or as a fundraiser for your organization. 

 
Unearthing Tea (Great class for beginners!)  
This is our tea 101 class where you will learn what tea is; where tea is grown and how it is produced. You will 
discover the differences between white, green, oolong, black and pu’erh. You’ll learn the difference between tea, 
tisane and Rooibos. We’ll taste teas from the top tea producing countries. We will discover tea through its history, 
and share some tea lore and dispel some common myths! If you are curious about tea, this is a great intro class.  
 
Brew it Up- Letting the tea out of the Bag!(brew time, water)    
Ok, ready for tea 102? Now that you have learned about tea, you’ve come to appreciate all that is offered in a great 
cup you are ready to move beyond the tea bag (or maybe you’re not). This is a hands-on class where you will 
discover several ways of brewing loose leaf. You will discover which methods will work best in your tea world. You 
will learn that tea is not just a bag, but an experience and a journey. The class will choose the teas for this session, 
that appeal to their senses and we will brew, brew, and brew some more! The goal of this class is to help you find 
your personal style of making and serving up a great cuppa.  
 
Is Tea a Healthy Beverage?               
We hear a lot about tea being a healthy beverage, but is it? What is current? What is accepted as truth when it comes 
to tea and health? You will need to decide for yourself, but this seminar will share with you the latest studies relative 
to the tea and health issue. The USDA says tea is considered a food and not a medicine, but tea has been used 
medicinally in the eastern world for thousands of years. Come to this class to learn the latest findings on the health 
of tea. 

Fruits, Flowers and Chocolates – Oh MY!      
In this workshop we will taste a variety of flavored tea and tisane.  Every beverage featured will be flavored with 
fruit, flowers and / or chocolate. There are so many flavor possibilities; it is often difficult to know what you may 
like once it gets in the cup. This is the class to taste a large selection of flavored teas. With endless possibilities 
available, you can help to narrow down your likes and dislikes. 
 
Blooming and Floral Teas    
In this workshop we will taste a variety of floral teas and tisanes as well as delight ourselves by experiencing and 
tasting the blooming teas.   A wonderful class to welcome Spring, honor Mom’s and prepare for the bridal gift 
giving season!  These teas are tasty, aromatic, entertaining and beautiful – sure to please!  

Custom Tea Blending Workshop   SUNDAY MAY 18, 2014 @4PM    $30 
Have you ever wanted to blend your own signature tea? This workshop is especially fun and creative. We’ll discuss 
the basics of blending and then set you free to blend your own. In this class we will work with one tea, and one 
herbal to use as a base for your tea. Then you will build upon that by adding your favorite flavors, choosing from a 
large selection of fruit, herbs and / or botanicals. There is ample time to then taste your creation and making 
modifications to your blend. You will then pack it up in a beautiful window tin and take home to enjoy for yourself 
or to give as a gift!  What a great gift idea to make for friends and family-your own personal custom tea blend!  
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 Discover Pu’erh Tea!        	  
There is a certain allure surrounding Pu’erh tea. Here you will learn the history of Pu’erh and why it is so desired by 
many tea connoisseurs as well as health conscious individuals and is even hoarded by others. It is truly a Dark Tea 
Story!   You will soon know why you should add this to your tea chest! We will sample an assortment of both raw 
and cooked versions and possibly a few flavored pu’erh varieties. 
 
A Black Tea Affair           
Here is where you really learn the difference between the black tea from a tea bag and the magnificent single origin 
teas from China, Sri Lanka, Africa and India. We may even have our Taiwanese Black in by this class! We’ll explore 
how black tea is made and the history of black tea (legend has it…it was a mistake). You’ll try different flushes of 
the same tea and learn how Terroir (love that wine term) impacts tea flavor and complexity. Eight to ten different 
black teas will be tasted in this class.  
 
Chai & Latte Tea Drinks        
Chai= the word for tea in some places around the world, but commonly known also as a black tea mixed with herbs 
and spices from India, served with steamed milk. In this class you will experience several chai blends and learn 
brewing techniques to serve them as straight teas or in the traditional Indian method(s). This class combines well 
with hands-on experience in making tea latte drinks. We will brew up and whip up latte combinations discovering 
the fun, the art and the tastiness of these up and coming tea beverages.  
 
Going for the Green! 
 All green tea is not the same and you should not find it to be bitter, either!!! Leave your preconceptions about green 
tea at the door! We will take you on a tour of the world of green teas and teach you how to brew for the flavors they 
are meant to impart. We will explore the world of green teas from China, Japan, Korea and more!. Each of the 
countries produces tea in their own unique styles, producing quite different teas. We will learn how many of the 
green teas are named and we will taste at least seven teas in this class. 
 
Longing for Oolong         
Let’s experience the mysterious world of Oolong tea. These teas are both delightful and complex.  It is probably the 
least understood of the teas, they are crafted by tea masters that use their own personal styles, creating unique flavor 
profiles. We will taste and compare our impressions of at least 6 varieties, representing different Chinese and 
Taiwanese provinces, as well as selected flavored favorites. We will serve at least one course in a traditional Gong 
Fu Style.  

 

Understanding White Tea        
Why of course there is white tea! Very low in caffeine, white tea is becoming more and more popular, white tea has 
its own character. In this class you learn how tea becomes white tea and discover ways to best enjoy these delicate 
and beautiful teas. You will taste and compare white teas from China and Africa, experiencing both bud only and 
whole leaf white varieties. As white tea makes an exceptional flavored and scented tea, we’ll taste some as well 
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Custom Tea Blending Workshop    
Have you ever wanted to blend your own signature tea? These really fun and interactive workshops let you create 
your own personal flavored tea blend. This class will work with white tea, and chamomile as a base then adding 
your favorite flavors using fruit, herbs and botanicals. We’ll discuss the basics of blending then set you free to blend 
your own. When you finish your creation, we’ll taste then you will package a small tin to take it home. What a great 
gift idea to make for friends and family—your own personal custom tea blend!  
 
Iced Tea Season- here we come!    
Prepare for National Iced Tea Month. June is National Iced Tea Month and this class will have all the fixings to 
make perfect, traditional and fusion iced teas. We will not only brew and taste many varieties, but we will talk about 
making your own signature blends as well. Like it sweet? We’ll discuss options for that too! You will compare the 
taste of teas iced and cold brewed and learn methods for both. 
 
Iced Herbal, fruit and Rooibos Infusions   
June is National Iced Tea Month but not everyone can take the caffeine. This class introduces many herbal; fruit 
and Rooibos ideas to the iced non-teas for the upcoming iced tea season. We will also introduce cold brewing 
techniques and infusion methods. There is always plenty to taste, and samples to take home and try..  
 
Summertime is Tea Smoothie Time!   
Smoothies are yummy, healthy and so delicious! Learn how to make them at this workshop with some of your 
favorite tea beverages. You will stay cool, calm and collect many of the trade secrets on introducing your preferred 
teas into refreshing, healthy summertime beverages. You will taste, receive recipes and tea samples so that you can 
whip some of these tasty drinks for yourself!  
 
Tea Iced and Slushed!     
No this class is not about making iced tea, but rather, kicking it up a notch by creating ices and Slushies using tea. 
Why settle for iced tea when you can really chill things up with a Tea ice cone, Tea Popsicle or Tea slush 
 or granita. Mix things up this summer and impress your tea friends with a look what I made and you will love it tea 
treat for them! As with all of our classes, ample tastings, recipes and tea samples to take home and do-it-yourself! 
 
Ice Tea Cream!      
What is your favorite ice cream flavor? Have you considered tea as an ingredient in your ice cream? Come and taste 
several ice tea cream flavors and then be the judge yourself. This is taking your tea passion to the next level. You are 
sure to find our ice tea cream flavors pleasing to the eye as well as the taste buds. Instruction given on making a 
quality ice tea cream; recipes shared and of course tea samples for everyone.  
 
 
Iced Chai and Tea Latte     
The Chai classes are too popular to try and skip the summer months without a chai experience! However in this 
workshop we are going to ice them down and cool you off. We will work with some lactose free options, as well as 
caffeine free selections too! 
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The Ten Famous Teas of China       
Take this class to experience ten of China’s most noted teas. Some of them may surprise you, but all are to be 
appreciated. With few exceptions- all existing “ten famous teas of China” lists cite the same teas. There is a reason 
for this. Come and try them to see for yourself. In this class we will taste the ten famous teas of China and learn 
about their unique qualities as well as their place in history.  

 
Rooibos and Honeybush     
Naturally caffeine free, full hearty flavors make Rooibos and Honeybush perfect for anyone needing to stay off the 
caffeine or for weaning themselves off of coffee. We will learn of origin and taste both green and oxidized versions. 
Then experience some great blends. Leave your taste buds open to experience these delectable beverages, leaving 
past experience or pre-conceptions at the door.  
 
Only Herbal 
Naturally caffeine free, herbal tisanes are becoming more and more popular. You know why you tend toward 
herbals, we will only touch on some of the reported benefits of herbal tisanes, but we will learn a lot about some of 
their flavor profiles and how to pair some of those flavors up to brew up yummy cuppas! 
 
Chocolate and Tea Pairing    
In this class we will pair a variety of specific chocolates with specific teas and discuss why they work well together. 
Two of our favorite things in the world, let’s learn how to enjoy them together! 
 
Cheese and Tea Pairing     
In this class we will pair a variety of specific cheeses with specific teas and discuss why they work well together. We 
have heard of wine and cheese and even beer and cheese pairings, but many of the same principles work for pairing 
your favorite cheeses with your favorite teas.  
 
British tea traditions     
What has made Britain the go to place for tea for so many years? When did their obsession for this luring beverage 
take hold and what are their specific tea traditions and preferences? Learn the history of British tea culture and taste 
their favorite blends. We will travel the world finding those places where the British have influenced and 
encouraged tea culture and take a peek at the extreme measures taken to secure a future in tea.  
 
 
 
 
 

Spec ia l  Classes  Scheduled for  groups o f  s ix or  more- ca l l  for  de ta i l s  
 
 
 
 

Let  Tea-For-All™ help you dis cover  your Tea!  


